The basic aspect of partnership accounting

ABSTRACT

This article describes the basic aspect of partnership accounting. The first part of this paper aims to explain the characteristics of a partnership, types of partners and partnership, partnership agreement, and advantages and disadvantages of operating as a partnership. The second part of this paper discusses an accounting procedures for a partnership firms. It highlights the method of accounting for partnership capital and the final accounts to be prepared by a partnership firm. In any partnership firms, there may be changes in partnership. A partnership firm is possible to admit new partners into the firm and it is also possible for any partner to leave the firm due to death or retirement. The third part of this paper explains factors contributing to changes in a partnership and the steps to be taken by a partnership business to record for changes in a partnership. At the end of this paper, the writers discuss the accounting procedures for dissolution of partnership. It is hoped that this paper will serve as a beneficial input to partnership businesses.
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